CHAKCHIUMA SEKTCHI CLAN

Date: November 9, 2011

To:

City of Memphis Mayor AC Wharton
District Attorney Western District Amy Weirich
Memphis Police Director Toney Armstrong
West Tennessee Congressman Steve Cohen

Re: AGGRAVATED SEXUAL BATTERY, ABUSIVE SEXUAL CONTACT, CIVIL RIGHTS INTIMIDATION, ILLEGAL DETENTION, AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST AMERICAN INDIAN PEOPLE INHABITING WESTERN TENNESSEE

Chokmah to All,

COMES NOW COMMISSIONER; :al-sar-joreal-devante:, Commissioner of Tribal Affairs for the Chakchiuma Sektchi Clan, citizen and natural being, beneficiary by choice of the “Trust” Constitution of the United States posterity known as “We, the People”, is in fact a tribal citizen and Tribal Government Council-member of the Chakchiuma Sektchi Clan, with natural inherited tribal lineage, standing and status informations and Declarations, and of natural “O” Blood existence, offers this presentment with the hope of finding clarity and conclusion to relentless abuses committed by West Tennessee law enforcement and governmental agencies including “Pattern of Policy Violations” and jurisdictional misrepresentations under “Color of Law”.

In previous communication, on or about May 3, 2011, members of the Chakchiuma Sektchi Clan hand delivered a letter of invitation to your offices requesting a cordial meeting with you, or your office representatives, to discuss issues pertaining to the City of Memphis policy for indigenous people i.e. American Indians in West Tennessee.
As you are aware, the past requests from Chakchiuma Sektchi to your offices were made to discuss policy and diversity, as well as consistent abuse of fellow tribal members by judicial, administrative, and law enforcement institutions in the Memphis and Shelby County District. On May 13, 2011 Chakchiuma Sektchi Deputy Tribal Chief :allison-devante: was stalked for three hours before being approached, stopped and arrested by police who drove to Union Station and held her in the back of police car for an hour and a half before going to jail lock-up; this arrest like so many others was dismissed. We were assaulted by police in response to an official request to discuss POLICY and DIVERSITY concerning indigenous people in West Tennessee: *This presentment is not a request for meeting, but a demand for immediate change.*

During the month of October 2011, Chakchiuma Sektchi citizen Kimberly Journigan and her mate were at the Shell gas station located at Parkway and South Bellevue, when Memphis Police Officer Jonathan Gross IBM# 12227 entered the gas station parking lot and blue-lighted, then detained both tribal members. Officer Gross stated that his purpose for stopping them was because they were wearing tribal tags on their vehicle.

Officer Gross ordered both occupants from their property without valid probable cause and called for additional officers to the location. Upon removing Terry Sekhti Benson from the vehicle, the officer was searched and placed in the back of the police car. Officer Gross then ordered Kimberly out of the property so he could search the road machine and Kimberly objected to the search as she exited her property.

While the officer began searching the road machine without probable cause, Kimberly walked into the store and asked the people inside to watch because she feared the officer’s actions.

While Kimberly was in the store, the officer came in and ordered Kimberly back outside; he then stated that he needed to search her for contraband. Kimberly expressed she would consent to be searched only if a female officer was brought to the location. The officer then grabbed Kimberly and forced her out of the store and pushed her against another officers police car and yelled to the other officers “Can you believe this… she wants a female officer… “, as he proceeded to kick Kimberly’s legs apart and forced her hands on top of the police car, then continued to state, “Spread your motherfucking legs and put your fuckin’ hands on the car”, also while another officer threatened to shoot her with mace. Kimberly was then searched by Officer Gross, who then fondled her crotch and breast in plain view of her husband who sat and watched helplessly in another police car.
These actions are not acceptable and will not be tolerated, and we are demanding a full investigation into this episode. We are forwarding a similar request to the local FBI office in pursuit of additional investigations of Memphis Police Department violations of established “1978 Federal Order” of cease and desist order which includes political intelligence. These actions of harassment, intimidation, abuse, and assault are now escalated to a totally unacceptable level and must cease immediately.

It is obvious that these actions are intentional and clearly in violation of federal law, and the violence against women of the Chakchiuma Sektchi Clan shows a clear pattern of policy violations, civil rights abuse, human rights abuse, profiling, and sex intimidation.

In April 2011, an unknown source delivered a package to our then tribal office located on Lamar Avenue in Memphis, Tennessee. In that package was an entire rape case file of AC. Wharton III Case # 87357- a file clearly showing the deplorable state of justice and a pattern of ZERO concern for the welfare and safety of women and girls by state of Tennessee government administrators, and any administrator who has proven self to be careless and dangerous, condoning a “Pattern of Policy Violation” where privileged citizen is given diversion after pleading guilty of raping a 13 year old child, [such rapist is left free to roam the Memphis community unlisted on the National Sex Registry] should not be allowed to go unannounced.

How is it possible that a man can be freed after raping a child, but we are told that operating in our indigenous tribal standing is a violation of law in West Tennessee?

On November 2, 2011, Chakchiuma Sektchi Clan matriarch Evelyn Richardson was harassed by Memphs Police Officer T. Jones IBM # 0905, Badge # 3155 in the Frayser area of Memphis, where, without valid cause, Officer T. Jones blue-lighted, then intimidated and questioned her as to the whereabouts of her son Erique Richardson who has filed federal suit against Officer T. Jones and other officers. Six (6) days prior to this incident, an unidentified officer stopped and harassed Carolyn Sydney, the sister of Erique Richardson, and this engagement had no apparent purpose other than to search her vehicle looking for fellow tribal council member who has “Civil Child Support Warrant”. It is our firm belief that conspired efforts by local officials are underway to cause harm to our people

The Chakchiuma Sektchi People are subjected to constant governmental abuses in violation of Constitutions and International Law, and with the rash of incidents of stalking women of the Chakchiuma Sektchi Clan, we stand at the precipice of polite tolerance and left without remedy, except through commercial actions and civil
protest. We insist that your individual offices initiate immediate investigation into these illegal stops and “witch hunts” endangering our lives and disrupting a peaceful people.

This systemic abuse of the Chakchiuma Sektchi People, specifically tribal matriarchs and the “official custom” of allowing, promoting, and awarding Oath violators in West Tennessee, shall find its way into obscurity and obliterated from our community; the law will be adhered to.

Please refer to Indian Commerce Clause and State Taxation:

It is the responsibility of all recipients of this communication to act in accordance with law, Oath, and dignity.

FOR YOUR KNOWLEDGE
During the course of the past two years, the inherited natural, tribal lineage, standing and status informations and Declarations of the Chakchiuma Sektchi Clan of Tennessee, Mississippi, and South Carolina, have been placed on file with the Department of Energy, Bureau of Acknowledgement, the White House, the International Monetary Fund, the International Criminal Court, and local county registry offices, information included family DAWES ROLL numbers, Tribal Trust Declarations and informations, Tribal Charter, ratified, Tribal SEAL, land records, and other vital informations.

We Are Not PARTY To The BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
And Have No Desire For Such Association
THEY TOO HAVE LIED, STOLEN LIVES, LANDS AND RIGHTS

Please contact me at your convenience to address conclusions of redress.

Nanna Ayya,

:hemoc-tonakhan-degos:
Chief Facilitator
Provisional Council Government
Chakchiuma Sektchi Clan / 93 Member Tribe
Cultural Attaché’, Empire Washitaw de Dugdahmoundyah
(901) 265-0347 email: noaah0@gmail.com

cc. His Excellency the Honorable David Johnston, Governor General of Canada, Michael Posner, Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor, Eric Holder United States Attorney General, Navanethem Pillay, Office of High Commissioner of Human Rights

Chakchiuma Sektchi Clan (Memphis, Tennessee)